Electrostatically controlled quantum dot monofunctionalization for interrogating the dynamics of protein complexes in living cells.
Quantum dots (QD) are powerful labels for probing diffusion and interaction dynamics of proteins on the single molecule level in living cells. Protein cross-linking due to multifunctional QD strongly affects these properties. This becomes particularly critical when labeling interaction partners with QDs for interrogating the dynamics of complexes. We have here implemented a generic method for QD monofunctionalization based on electrostatic repulsion of a highly negatively charged peptide carrier. On the basis of this method, monobiotinylated QDs were prepared with high yield as confirmed by single molecule assays. These QDs were successfully employed for probing the assembly and diffusion dynamics of binary and ternary cytokine-receptor complexes on the surface of living cells by dual color single QD tracking. Thus, sequential and dynamic recruitment of the type I interferon receptor subunits by the ligand could be observed.